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Established in 1956. Cumberland’s past, 
present, and future are rooted in the 
desire to make a beautiful and lasting 
impression. With over 60 years since our 
founding, we’ve stayed true to our mission 
of designing modern American classics 
that inspire and captivate. 

In a world overcome by a throw-away 
mindset, we’re completely invested in 
creating furniture that will continue to be 
appreciated and cherished for the long haul. 
That’s why everything we make is designed 
and crafted to stand the test of time—
grounded in timeless simplicity, honest 
materials, and refined details. 



Honest Materials, Universally Available.  
We believe in honoring the integrity of natural 
elements. Beautiful and long-lasting, honest 
materials always remain relevant no matter 
what else is on trend. 

Our extensive selection of well-curated 
materials is unsurpassed in our industry and 
available on everything we make to ensure 
design continuity throughout a space. 





Alia Metal Sofa

Understated unity. A harmonious blending of materials provides  
comfort both to the eye and the body.  



A Tailored Approach.  
With hand-cut fabrics, the precise 
positioning of seams, and meticulous 
attention to pattern placement, our 
upholstery artisans apply a level of 
refinement to a time-honored craft. 



Cambridge Metal Bench

Classic form and straightforward utility. A simple and clean aesthetic that  
communicates strength and a contemporary appearance. 

Cavea Table 

Sculptural curves. Arced metal ribbons are evenly spaced in convex  
(or concave) shapes to form tables with structure yet transparency. 

Suo Table

Grace with strength. Woven leather over stainless steel legs adds  
a modern textural quality. 

Revo Lounge

Heritage woodcraft meets modern technique. Refined proportions, crisp  
edges, and elegant angles offer a fresh perspective to modern environments. 





Revo Meeting Table

Seamless details, elegant angles. Contemporary silhouette meets heritage  
woodcraft techniques to create a modern classic. 

Clover Wood Stool

Highly refined, uniquely faceted. The flowing contours of the upholstered 
seat are supported by the warmth of angled wood legs. 



Port Lounge Chair

Embracing flexibility. Designed to envelop various postures  
with comfort and support. 

Metros Table

Structural simplicity. Elemental in form but abundant in material choice 
transforms the practical into captivating. 





Savona Table

Timeless versatility. Fundamental and understated, this classic design  
features simple sophistication combined with strength and stability. 

Revo Bar Stool

Heritage woodcraft meets modern technique. A contemporary silhouette 
with refined proportions elevates modern environments to new heights. 

Clover Metal Guest Chair

Highly refined, uniquely faceted. Contemporary lines provide definition  
to upholstery that’s visually balanced by light-scaled, stainless steel tubular legs. 

Tantus Desk

Functional elegance. Distinctive angles, well-formed corner connections,  
and thoughtful details offer a sharp contrast to its straightforward function. 



Carving a Name for Ourselves.  
Bridging traditional woodworking craft 
with modern advancements, our skilled 
artisans express our foundational values 
of functional beauty, refined details, and 
enduring quality by crafting furniture 
designed to inspire and treasure.





Cuff Meeting Table

Balanced transparency. Precision-cut patterns inspired by nature, craft,  
fashion, and architecture strike a visual balance against the mass of the base. 

Lloyd Stool

Well-rounded versatility. Intentionally minimalist, a simple squared seat 
combines with a dramatically curved back to create a wave effect. 



Celina Lounge

Tailored curves. Slightly tapered for a modern take on the traditional barrel chair. 

Cuff Table

Balanced transparency. Precision-cut patterns inspired by nature, craft, fashion, 
and architecture strike a visual balance against the mass of the base. 



Sloane Lounge

Casual sophistication. A balance of relaxed style and understated luxury  
characteristic of the West Coast. 

Capri Table

A true classic. Distinctive materials highlighted by a refined profile  
create a timeless silhouette. 





Sella Sofa

A cubist approach to comfort. Fine detailing on the back and arms create a 
smooth, squared appearance juxtaposed with plush comfort. 



A Shining Example.  
Our expertise and artistry in metalworking 
allow us to maintain the highest standards of 
quality using only the finest materials. You’ll 
see this commitment reflected in how we use 
stainless steel as a signature design element 
to offer a lifetime of value for our customers 
with minimal impact on the environment.



Mulholland Guest Chair 

Diverse shapes, simple forms. A study in contrasts, simple forms are supported 
by an expressed structural frame to emulate LA’s winding Mulholland Drive.  

Christina Table

Geometry reimagined. An elemental oval form is reinterpreted as a spiral with an 
angled vertical notch that allows for unique groupings. 

Elle Bench

The language of line and surface. A continuous line and softened geometry 
convey movement and energy. 

Hal Table

Beauty and utility. Dual levels combine versatile use with classic styling. 
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